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Alphonse Chapanis -- ergonomics pioneer
Angeles Times
Alphonse Chapanis, a professor of psychological and brain sciences at Johns Hopkins University who pioneered the field of ergonomics, has died. Long before the term "ergonomics"
became

War Memorial seat upgrade moves forward to take advantage of empty theater
Patrons are being assured that they will return to seats with more leg room and better
ergonomics than in the current configuration, as well as better sight lines. There's still no word on whether cup holders in

Getaway: Storybook mansion on Alamo estate blends Old
World design with modern living
The project's design team reads like a who's who of innovators, artists and architects. Ergonomics and elegance earn equal attention in the kitchen. A custom designed tile
fireplace serves as the executive library's centerpiece.

Verdict on ergonomics standards

Judge James Ford was expected to rule Friday afternoon on whether state regulators must
adopt the proposed workplace standards, which are designed to curb repetitive-motion injuries. Two months ago, the

How to improve (and prevent) 'tech neck' with these posture
pro-tips and products  Adams says the long-term effects of poor ergonomics are, "postural kyphosis (forward head with a bump in the upper back), degeneration to the spine, and disc herniations."
The stand keeps
your work at the

Ergonomics has all sorts of arm-twisting. They are designed to address a range of musculoskeletal disorders from back injuries to carpal tunnel syndrome. The standards...
would require
general industry
employers to
address ergonomics
for manual

ACADEMICS,
ERGONOMICS,
AESTHETICS /
What the catalogs
don't tell you
about furnishing
your child's homework space

"That's like putting a size 12 shoe on a kid and letting them grow into it," said ergonomics expert Pete Johnson, assistant professor at the University of Washington's department of
environmental and

Digital design ushered in visual chaos The same digital methods used to design cars are used in practically all manufacturing industries today. On the other hand, ergonomics - design
for ease of use - seems to be more neglected than ever, despite

**Ergonomics Lawsuit** California's Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board was hit Tuesday with a lawsuit filed
in Sacramento Superior Court by Jack Henning, head of the California Labor Federation, charging that it violated

Ergonomic upgrades for your home office  But if not, here's what
OSHA has to say: "A chair that's well-designed and appropriately adjusted is an essential element of a safe and productive computer workstation. We're all built a little different, so
Airlines putting the squeeze on bodies / Cost, safety, variety of shapes crimp comfortable design

As Americans get taller and fatter, they're bound to "spill into other people's spaces," says Peter
Budnick, president and chief executive of Park City, Utah-based Ergoweb Inc., an ergonomics consulting and

Body politic / Battle over ergonomics laws / Mounting
work-related injuries fuel new call for federal standards Silicon Valley companies like Intel also have been in the forefront of ergonomics. Others, however, remain unconvinced that implementing an ergonomics
program will result in any long-term gains. "It's the golden age of Chinese art Scott Hugh, Golf 6 GTI manual specs, symmetries in science VII Gruber
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